Brunswick News
For the foreseeable future, Brunswick News will be produced monthly, but may
be a shorter magazine than we are used to. At this time in particular it is good
to have more frequent communication, and to keep in touch with each other!
This magazine contains, among other things, images and articles depicting our
experiences of lockdown. If you have anything you would like to contribute,
please can you send it to Ruth as soon as possible? In particular, it would be
nice to have a few pictures to put in the magazine, especially on the front
cover! We would like you to send us any photos you have, but please can you
observe two 'rules': there should be no people in the photo; and it should have
been taken since mid-March this year. If you can include a bit of background
information about the photo that would be good too! We look forward to
receiving your contributions!
Contact details for Ruth can be obtained from Fiona, our Centre Manager (see
page 20)

Contact telephone numbers for:
Paul 0191 284 4672
Chris 07817841087
Rob 07743657643

The front cover picture was taken by Jane Atherton on her daily walk around
her neighbourhood.
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The Bridge between the Ascension and Pentecost
It is good to share with you as we enter the vitally important season of
Pentecost. I use the phrase ‘vitally important’ simply because now, more than
ever, I am conscious of my need for a fresh touch or anointing of the Holy
Spirit to help equip me for the ministry to which I am called, a ministry which
we all share in together, of course.
It is worth reminding ourselves of the bridge which we see between the close
of Luke’s gospel (where we have a brief reference to the ascension of Jesus)
and the beginning of Luke’s second book, the Acts of the Apostles. Acts begins
with a far more passive description of the apostles compared to what awaits
us at the start of chapter two. “Wait for the gift my Father promised” says
Jesus in verse four of chapter one.
How are we with this kind of waiting? Perhaps during this time of being more
confined to our own homes we have been offered some extra time to consider
the place of ‘waiting prayer’ in our lives. For is this not what lies behind Jesus’
command to those early Christians? “Wait”, he says, but do this in an attitude
of prayerful expectancy for what God is about to do, both in you and through
you. Waiting with ‘prayerful expectancy’.
At the end of his gospel Luke implies something similar. He tells us that,
following the ascension of Jesus, the disciples returned to Jerusalem and
stayed together in and around the Temple in a continual attitude of praise and
prayer, in obedience to a similar command of Jesus to that which we find at
the start of Acts. So, Luke is clearly wanting us to see this ‘bridge’ which exists
between his two books and to invite us to consider the importance of adopting
this same attitude of ‘waiting prayer’ for ourselves.
Mother Julian of Norwich was a person who understood this truth well. I offer
these words taken from her ‘Revelations of Divine Love’ for us each to
contemplate as we enter the season of Pentecost seeking afresh the love, the
power and the peace of God for ourselves, for our church, and for our world:
“I saw that [our Lord] is to us everything which is good and comforting for our
help. He is our clothing, who wraps and enfolds us for love, embraces us and
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shelters us, surrounds us for his love, which is so tender that he may never
desert us. And so, in this sight, I saw that he is everything which is good, as I
understand.
And in this he showed me something small, no bigger than a hazelnut, lying in
the palm of my hand….
In this little thing I saw three properties. The first is that God made it, the
second is that God loves it, the third is that God preserves it. But what did I see
in it? It is that God is the creator and protector and the lover. For until I am
substantially united to him, I can never have perfect rest or true happiness,
until, that is, I am so attached to him that there can be no created thing
between my God and me.”
Wishing you joy and renewal this Pentecost!
Paul

Church News
Congratulations to Stella Yellowley who celebrated her 90th birthday on May
22nd! Paul visited her to deliver some flowers and take this lovely picture!
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Church News
We also send our congratulations to Eric Hawdon, who
celebrated his 80th birthday on May 25th! Paul visited him
to deliver a card and small gift from all of us at
Brunswick.

Sam and Clare would like to introduce our Brunswick
family to our son, Arthur Joshua Willis. He arrived on
Saturday 23rd May by caesarean section, weighing 6
pounds 7 ounces. Mum and baby are back home and
both are happy and healthy.
Arthur is a wonderful bundle of joy and we are loving
getting to know him! We would appreciate your
prayers for our new little family and for Clare's
continued recovery.
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Church News
We share the sad news of the recent death of Derrick Appleyard. Derrick's
funeral service will take place on Wednesday 3rd June, 2.15pm at West Road
Crematorium. Please hold June, their daughter, Linda, sister-in-law, Ann, and all
the family in your prayers.
We are grateful to those who are continuing to offer pastoral care to Derrick’s
family.
June has asked that if anyone wishes to give a donation to charity in Derrick’s
memory that these be made to either Daft as a Brush Charity or the National
Garden Scheme.
We are hoping that the funeral service will be live streamed so that those who
would have liked to be there can still watch the service from home and are
awaiting the link. This will be emailed out once we have it.
Church Quiz
On 12th May 16 people gathered on zoom to take part in a quiz, and a great
time was had by all, especially Fiona and Chris Wells, the winners! We were
taxed by: the usual picture round, of famous people in their younger days;
numbers and estimates; important dates; sports people; and finally song lyrics
and general
knowledge. Many
thanks to Paul and
family for preparing
the quiz and hosting it,
and to everyone who
turned up! If you
weren’t there, see you
next time!
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A Prayer in Time of Crisis
Lord God, creator, life of all we do:
friends, neighbours, family are our gift from you.
Now, in these days when we are kept apart,
may they be sure you hold them in your heart.
Lord, for the ill, and those approaching death:
give them your solace, through each laboured breath.
For those who serve with courage, skill and care
we ask your strength. You know the loads they bear.
Lord, in this time when much is set aside
show us the truths which busyness can hide.
Where wealth misguides us: Lord of life, forgive;
give grace to shape anew the way we live.
Lord, in adversity we learn again
there is no place where your love cannot reign!
Hear now our prayer, from fear our minds release;
grant both to us and to your world your peace.

Words © 2020 Tony Law. May be freely used in worship
Metre: 10.10.10.10.
Suggested tunes: Written with “Morecambe” in mind (H&P 778; MHB 688). May
also be sung to “Eventide” – familiar as the tune to Abide with me (StF 141)

More information
The heading to Tony Law’s hymn is important. Written in response to the 2020
Coronavirus pandemic, the hymn overall is a prayer of petition (request): “Hear
now our prayer, from fear our minds release; / grant both to us and to your
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world your peace.” (v.4)
The opening of v.1 begins deliberately with an invocation (“Lord God, creator,
life of all we do:”), followed by a statement of belief (“friends, neighbours,
family are our gift from you.”), before moving into the theme of petition: “Now,
in these days when we are kept apart, / may they be sure you hold them in
your heart.”
Verse 3 closes with the acknowledgement of our need for God’s grace. Tony

writes: “the words ‘give grace’ (line 3) follow on from the penitential ‘Lord of
life, forgive’ in the previous line. This is intended to carry some sense of
absolution and commission (as Peter is told by Jesus at the lakeside to "feed
my lambs", John 21: 14-15). We are asking for more than just help.”
In an echo of the hymn’s thought-provoking opening line (“Lord God, creator,
life of all we do”), the final verse also reminds us that all that we do and all that

we have is gifted to us by God. Very deliberately, Tony speaks of “your world”:
we live in God’s world, not ours. “Humanity”, he writes, “has too much
assumed the world is ours to do as we will; and the reminder that (in Pratt
Green's phrase) "the world is ours on lease" is deliberate.
“This article is reproduced with the permission of the author [see StF website] and courtesy
of www.singingthefaithplus.org.uk.”

FREE phone lines for prayers and news from
the Methodist Church
Listen to a prayer: 0808 281 2514
Listen to news: 0808 281 2478
Content is updated weekly on Thursday
afternoon
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From Bill and Betty Watson
EXPERIENCES of LOCKDOWN

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

We have each other and have shared 62 years
together and a common faith – which supports
us.
The regular ‘phone calls from our Pastoral
Visitor, Diana White, and other church and
coffee shop friends. Also other information via
the post.
Our son, who lives and works in Glasgow rings
more frequently. Our roles have reversed as he
now asks about our health care, money (cash or
card?) and are we following the rules? He arranged for a replacement
toaster.
Easter seemed to pass us by. We had cards but could not reply or share in
services.
We clap for the NHS on Thursdays. How we grieve for the bereaved and
those who feel imprisoned and alone.
Our neighbour has offered to shop for us. Their son is on furlough from
Newcastle airport, and he can read my shopping list. (My spelling and
writing are poor).
We are fortunate in having a garden and we wonder how some people
manage without the space we enjoy.
As a former aircraft metal fitter I enjoy the BBC TV programme “The Repair
Shop” for its craftsmanship, non-competitive nature and no mention of
money!
On a lighter note – the post still functions. On the day our Durham Cricket
Club season ticket arrived all cricket was cancelled until at least July 2020.
Luckily we can still laugh!

(Betty & Bill used the post to submit this by posting it to the church, where
David Stabler opened it and passed it on! You can do this too!)
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Worshipping at home
Presumably by now most of us will have got into a rhythm of worshipping at
home – we will have discovered things we particularly like, and things we
would rather avoid! Please share your experiences!
BBC1, Sunday, 11.00am-ish for half an hour – Sunday Worship from different
places around the UK (times may vary).
Radio 4 long wave, every weekday, 9.45am for 15 minutes – The Daily Service.
Radio 3, on Wednesdays at 3.30pm and on Sundays at 3.00pm, Choral
Evensong from a different church in the UK.
At 10.00am on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays you can head to the
Brunswick facebook page where Rob is leading us in Afternoon Prayers, using
the resources of the Northumbria Community, amongst others. If you miss the
live broadcast, not to worry – it’s there all the time, and you can watch it at
your convenience!
There are many resources on the Methodist Church website (https://
www.methodist.org.uk/), for example, mission and worship during the
pandemic, resources to support wellbeing and mental health, prayers, service
sheets, live-streamed services, a virtual church choir and much more!
Sing a song of Lockdown
Children not in school
At first they thought it lovely
Thought that it was cool
Now each is missing their little bestie friend
And parents working in the home
Are going round the bend
Miriam Medd
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Copyright © 1999-2020 Dave Walker (CartoonChurch Standard Licence purchased)

The Food Bank is still operating at its three venues at the following times:
The Church of the Venerable Bede
West Road
Newcastle upon Tyne
NE4 8AQ
Mondays and Thursdays 10.00am to 1.00pm
The Food Bank Centre
Benwell Lane
Newcastle upon Tyne
NE15 6NG
Tuesdays and Wednesdays 10.00am to 1.00pm
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Lemington Methodist Church
2 Loraine Terrace
Lemington
Newcastle upon Tyne
NE15 8EA
Tuesdays 9.30am to 11.30am and Thursdays 5.00pm to 6.30pm
If you are able to deliver donations to any of these places, please do so! If you
live in the Fenham area, you can leave donations on a trolley in the porch of
the Church of St James and St Basil on Fenham Hall Drive, every day between
9.00am and 5.30pm. On average, they are taking two carloads of donations to
the Food Bank every week!
If it’s easier for you to donate money, you can go to this webpage:
https://newcastlewestend.foodbank.org.uk/give-help/donate-money/
or donations can be paid directly into their bank account:
Account Number: 00023623, Sort Code: 40-52-40
If you wish to donate, but the only way you can do so is by writing out a
cheque, please contact Ruth directly. Contact details available from Fiona.
Church Through Zoom
These past few weeks have been some of the strangest that any of us have
experienced. So many things that seemed to be such a permanent part of daily
life have been turned so completely on their head, or even had to stop
altogether. But I never once imagined that the weekly routine of Church-going
that has been a staple all of my life, and a staple of life in general for quite
literally over a millenia, would suddenly be torn out from under us all. The one
thing that was unchanging, that connected us all to the previous generations of
Christian worshippers is, for now, no more.
Well, ok, so not really. True, we can no longer meet in our 200 year old
building, playing the same organ music and singing the same hymns together.
But the very modern reality that we live in that has brought this global
pandemic onto us is the same modern reality that offers us opportunities to
keep meeting: and it is these meetings that have allowed us to keep the
rhythm of the Christian week continuing on uninterrupted in spite of
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everything else. I am referring, of course, to our weekly Sunday meetings on
Zoom. I know that many people are wary of computer programs, and many are
concerned that they are perhaps too complex for them to manage, so I want
to take this moment to assure you that once it is set up, Zoom is pretty easy to
use. All the complicated parts are done by the person heading up the meeting:
as an attender, you need do nothing but sign on, turn on your camera and
microphone, and join in.
In fact, join in is very much the key phrase, I think, for our Zoom worship
sessions. Rob, Paul and Sam have worked extremely hard to ensure that the
rhythm of worship that we are all so familiar with, and I at least take comfort
in its familiarity in changing times, remains as steady as possible. We sing
together (muted, so you don’t have to worry if you don’t think that your voice
is the best!), listen to a Bible passage, hear a short talk, and pray together. But
the platform also offers us opportunities that would perhaps be somewhat
difficult in our ordinary services to meet in smaller groups (or ‘breakout
rooms’, as Zoom calls them) and discuss together the topic of the week. This
system not only allows us to actually have conversations with people that we
don’t live with (a scarce commodity these days), but also talk over our
thoughts on a given subject, bible passage, or moral conundrum. The set-up in
general feels closer to the monthly informal Breakfast Church meetings than
perhaps it does to the full service, even while still incorporating all of the
elements of Sunday gatherings. Honestly, the opportunity to continue meeting
at all in any form must be considered as nothing less than a direct gift from
heaven, but the fact that we can do so with such regularity, and with the
chance to learn from each other and share together rather than merely
watching a service online or on television, is truly incredible.
By all accounts, we are a long way from being out of these woods yet. I know
that many are struggling, and that part of what makes everything at the
moment so hard is the uprooting of everything that was once unchanging. But
our community together does not have to disappear along with everything
else. We may not be able to drink coffee in the same room, but we can still
study, learn, worship, support one another, and pray together. And in the end,
that is, after all, the very definition of what a Church is. All else may be in flux
and facing uncertainty, but the Church itself - the parts of it that matter, at
least - is not.

We are still here.

Rebecca Jane Francis
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PLOUGHING 200 YEARS (Part Three)
I thought I might share a bit of the future with you. My imagined ‘future’, of
course, though not without a soupcon of possibility. I envisaged a Council
Meeting some years in the future with a significantly reduced membership
sharing several roles. Brunswick still had a Presbyter I have called Jeremy.
*****************************
JANET (Property)
Before we continue the meeting Jeremy, I thought this might be of interest.
Trawling through the archives, I came across material used at the bicentenary.
There must have been a Kipling fan.
We need to keep our heads up, keep to the way.
Maintain the faith and not be led astray.
Continue the fight, pray hard and seize each day,
Challenging the sceptics in every way

Plough through the slough of despond, hard though it be,
Sing out the older songs and chant the new
And if abused by sceptics who cannot see
Remember, by faith, you hold a clearer view.
I was also amused by this parody of The Blaydon Races
We went to Brunswick Chapel,

‘Twas’ on the tenth of June…

JEREMY
Thank you, Janet. Perhaps you would share that later. It must have been a very
problematic time for them. I think Covid19 hung over so much of the
preparations, but we need to move to Item 8.
As you know I am being moved to Manchester next September but more
important for Brunswick is that I am not being replaced so there will be no
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Presbyter…..
(long meaningful pause)
But I am able to tell those of you, who don’t know, that a Deacon will be put in
post from next September. It is likely that he or she will be a Deacon, newly
ordained next June, and will be “Minister in Charge”. I think you might say it’s a
tough call. If there is a saving grace, we have been assured that whoever is
appointed will be licensed to preach and you will have an opportunity to
interview prospects in January but it ….

ROGER (an appointed representative)
Well that’s a blessing I suppose, being given an opportunity to interview. We
have had very little input so far. Mind you, providing information has never
been a strong point in the connexion.
JEREMY
Yes. I am sorry that everything has been kept very close to the chest, but
appointments were very chary about the whole situation nation-wide. Mary
and Mark were involved for obvious reasons
MARY (Secretary of Council and Pastoral Committee)
Mind you Jeremy, it is galling that Trinity are retaining a Presbyter and having a
URC accredited preacher on the staff also. I know the Presbyter will need to take
on being Superintendent. That may not be a ‘tough call’ given the circuit only
has six churches now, but what is surprising, two of them have presbyters.
Surely it would be possible to share. I seem to remember in the twentytwenties there was a lot of sharing.
MARK (Treasurer and Safeguarding)
This might sound a bit simplistic. Trinity has a membership of over 100 and
attendances at morning services of nearly 150 on a regular basis. If we can
muster 50, and that often only for communion, it’s not surprising we are being
treated in what seems to be a cavalier way. We all know the problem connexion
has getting presbyters or deacons. We have to be honest with ourselves and be
realistic. It could be argued we are lucky to get a Deacon. We are not unique.
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Certainly, in historical terms we were but those days are long past and we all
know city centre churches have problems not faced by those in the suburbs.
Travel, parking, congestion charges, the Clean Air Zone have all contributed.
Some of us remember the enormous impact the changes to the centre of the city
made in 2020, the year before our bicentenary. To be fair, they were somewhat
negated by the impact of changes to retailing. I agree, we still have a small core
of young adults thanks to the efforts of the Lay Outreach Worker, but that
number fluctuates year to year and with our being unable to pay a worker in the
last three years that core may even evaporate. What do you think Asheni?
ASHENI (Steward)
Many of them prefer to meet in houses and worship informally. In a way you
can’t blame them. Sunday worship here can be a challenging experience,
particularly in the winter, even though we use the hall, more often than the
worship area now since the army left. House churches may be the future for all
of us.
JEREMY
Mark’s observations are all very valid and you have certainly made every effort
to find the means to replace the Lay Worker. I must also agree with Asheni.
Apart from communion services we don’t see the young adults so often and
heating this building is a huge drain on our finances. In the winter it only just
about takes the chill off.
MARK
We may have to look at that too….
*****************************
[NOTE – all characters are fictional and do not reflect refer to, or represent any
current members]
(To be continued. I haven’t forgotten the organ and I’ll return to the beam of
2016)
ⒸPeter Aughton
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Singing Through Lockdown
A small chapel in Northamptonshire is using Singing the Faith as a way of
staying connected during the current crisis.
Members of Great Billing chapel in the
Northampton Methodist circuit have their
own copies of Singing the Faith with them
at home so are able to choose their

favourite hymns each week. The chapel
Worship Leaders, husband and wife Roy
and Margaret Littlecott (pictured below),
phone two members at a time and play and sing their chosen hymn with them.
The arrangement has been in place since the very beginning of the UK’s period
of lockdown. “At our last service,” says Margaret, “when we knew all the

chapels were going to close down, we jokingly said to our other members,
‘We’ll phone you up and sing you a hymn and cheer you up.’”
For a congregation of mainly older folk, not all of whom have access to a
computer, it has proved to be a simple but effective way of keeping in touch
every Sunday, and of being in contact during the week
as well.

“At this time of isolation, singing hymns together on a
Sunday morning maintains the bond of love and
friendship found in our small village chapel”, says
Shirley Allen, and Church Steward Maureen Cross
comments: “I find singing together on Sunday very
uplifting and it is keeping a link to the Chapel”.

Keeping in touch Maureen Cross takes a
hymn call

Taken from the website of Singing The Faith https://
www.methodist.org.uk/our-faith/worship/singing-the-faith-plus/
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The Queen’s Award for Voluntary Service
When Brunswick was awarded this honour in 2014 I was of course delighted, as
a volunteer myself! However, I also thought – if Brunswick can get this award,
then so can Action Foundation, the charity I work for! And finally we have! On
June 2nd it was formally announced that we are one of 230 charities, social
enterprises and voluntary groups in the UK to be recognised this year! Our CEO
and Founder, Julian Prior, says: “Winning such a prestigious award like this is a
huge honour and great recognition for the tireless work of our large team of
dedicated volunteers. Action Foundation would not be able to provide the
support we do without their selfless, skilled and compassionate input to
improve the lives of some very vulnerable people that we have the privilege to
serve.”

Action Foundation is a charity based at the CastleGate building on Melbourne
Street which, through our free English language school and supported housing
projects, supports refugees, asylum seekers and other migrants experiencing
isolation in Tyne and Wear, and provides opportunities to help them overcome
their exclusion. We have been providing this support for more than ten years
and have become very well-established in our field.
During the current coronavirus crisis our work has adapted to the situation. We
are supporting our clients with their more immediate needs, like foodbank
parcels, phone credit, casework and welfare support, obtaining medication, and
making sure they understand the government guidelines etc. We are working in
partnership with foodbanks and other charities and agencies who support
refugees and asylum seekers, including of course the West End Food Bank, who
are doing tireless work to support their (and our) clients.
Please pray for those in our society who are on the margins, especially in these
challenging times, and for those who seek to support them. In June we have
Volunteers’ Week from 1st to 7th, and Refugee Week is from 15th to 22nd, so
please pray for all volunteers (including those at Brunswick!), and for the work
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done at Brunswick, Action Foundation and elsewhere for refugees and asylum
seekers.
Ruth Colclough
https://actionfoundation.org.uk/

MHA
Methodist Homes appeal
I would like to write to you to say a very big thank you to
those who responded to the special emergency appeal from
MHA for gifts, which Paul sent out. As reported in The
Methodist Recorder the lockdown and need to purchase PPE (personal
protective equipment) has placed yet another strain on MHA’s resources and
Brunswick has responded generously - so far we have sent off £756.16 and this
has been added to gifts from other Circuit Churches which has meant that the
Circuit has been able to send £1,631.16.
There is still time to contribute!
(Just send a cheque payable to Brunswick Methodist Church to my home: 1 The
Ridge Way, Kenton, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE3 4LN).
Barbara Jackson, member at Coxlodge, wrote to me and she said “this year the
cause is especially close as my daughter in law is now working at Harwood
Court, Cramlington and I’m pleased to say that at the moment they are all clear
of the virus”.
I wrote to MHA head office fund raising and this is the response: “Dear David,
That’s amazing, thank you so much for sending this information. Take care,
Rysia”
With especial thanks,
David Stabler
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Dear Paul,
I’m writing to you as Superintendent Minister of the Newcastle Central and East
Circuit where MHA has Pilgrims Court retirement living.
You will be well aware from the media that the coronavirus pandemic has been
a difficult time in the care of people in later life, especially those living in care
homes. Sadly, MHA has not been immune to some of the tragic events that have
taken place and we are mourning the deaths of residents, members and
colleagues. You may also have seen that our CEO, Sam Monaghan, has been at
the forefront of the calls for more PPE and testing in care homes and we are
pleased that those efforts are finally beginning to bear fruit.
As part of our reflection on the pandemic, we will be leading a service for MHA
Sunday on June 14th and we would like to invite you and your Circuit to join us
for that act of worship.
The service will include reflections, prayers and music from across MHA on how
coronavirus has impacted us and there will also be an act of memorial led by
our patron, Pam Rhodes and a blessing given by Professor Clive Marsh, Vice
President of The Methodist Conference.
The service will be streamed on www.mha.org.uk/mhasunday from 3pm on
Sunday June 14th and also available at any time afterwards.
In addition, looking forward to the time when congregations are once again able
to gather in our Church buildings, we would like to offer you the opportunity for
a Circuit MHA Sunday service led by, or with contribution from, myself or one of
our colleagues at MHA. Please keep this in mind when you come to make the
plan.
Yours sincerely,
Revd Kate Le Sueur
Head of Chaplaincy – North Regional

Our Centre Manager, Fiona Wells, is now working from home, so you
can still contact her Monday—Friday 9.00am to 5.00pm. If you phone
the church office number 0191 232 1692 it has been diverted, so it
will ring in her home! And you can also email her:
fiona@brunswickmethodist.org.uk
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VE Day in Jane’s cul-de-sac!
What a lovely sunny day it was - the weather
has been so kind. I didn't have any flags or
bunting so I decided to make some, and in
the end I made a flag. It took most of the
day - I had red, cream and pale blue material
and after a lot of cutting and pinning I
machined it altogether. It’s not an accurate
copy of the Union Jack but I’ve become
quite attached to it and now have it draped
over a picture on my sitting room wall.
We had a lovely afternoon wandering about
chatting, at distance! The tea and scones
were lush and there was even special brew
tea on the go. You really do feel better after some interaction with the
neighbours. Next up Desert Island Discs. How do you do that from the end of
the drive? I'll find out on Friday 15th May!

Jane Atherton
To be continued in our next edition of the magazine!

Thanks to Ken &
Miriam Medd for
this beautiful photo
of Spring blossom
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The Chelsea Flower Show is well underway this
week on-line. The gardens in the cul-de-sac (cds)
are looking pretty good - they've been getting a
lot of attention in the past few weeks. If I turn left
out of the cds on my daily walk I go along
towards Woolsington as far as the
rainbow. Rainbow art is ‘in’ at the moment but
this one is better than most. It's been done by someone who is skilled, possibly
with acrylic spray paint. I hope they keep it after this is over because it has
become a bit of a local landmark. Maybe Banksy lives there?
Walking back on the other side
of the road the May blossom is
full out and the pansies are
having a great year. One of my
neighbours always has a lovely
show of poppies - there are a
dozen buds just ready to open
- I hope the rain doesn't spoil
them. Clematis montana never
disappoints, the iris is not the
normal colour and a little patch
of violas brighten a dark corner
and lastly my climbing rose
covered in buds only because I
didn't prune it early enough. So
let’s see what Chelsea comes
up with.
Jane Atherton
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Brunswick Methodist Church
Brunswick Place, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 7BJ
Tel (0191) 232 1692
e-mail: admin@brunswickmethodist.org.uk
www.brunswickmethodist.org.uk
Ministry Team: Rev Paul Cleever-Thorpe, Mrs Chris
Carroll
and Mr Rob Wylie
Paul 0191 284 4672
Chris 07817841087
Rob 07743657643
Submissions for future editions are welcomed
Please forward these to Ruth Colclough or Fiona
Wells (fiona@brunswickmethodist.org.uk) by the 26th
June 2020
You should state clearly if the contribution is original
or indicate the source for copyright purposes
Due to limited space we cannot guarantee to include
all submissions

All photographs used with permission
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